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disable a class in jquery when it is added? I have an
element that has a click function. I also have a file called
override.php that basically does AJAX and other stuff to
ajaxify the page. I want to be able to disable the click
functionality on the element when it is added with AJAX so
that the page will not send a request to override.php, but

https://tlniurl.com/2sCCl8


also keep the element disabled. The click event is also tied
to the element. Is there a way for me to detect when a
class of my element is added and then to disable it? If that
is not possible, how can I detect when a class is added so
that I can add my own class to it? A: You might use the
classList property to see if a class is added to an element.
var isClickable =
document.querySelector(".clickable").classList.contains("cl
ickable"); Another option is to attach a listener to the
document that will check the state of the class of the
element.
document.querySelector("someElement").addEventListene
r("click", function() {
if(!document.querySelector(".clickable").classList.contains(
"clickable")) { alert("element is disabled"); } else {
alert("element is enabled"); } }); Note that the button
doesn't actually "do anything". It simply contains a link to
the same url. To
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